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Abstract
In recent years, increasingly serious incidents of violence have been committed by young
men predominantly in the United States and Canada who self-identify as incels (involuntary
celibates). Although these attacks often specifically target women, the principal source of their
animus, men as well as children have been among the casualties in the series of shootings and
vehicular homicides that have occurred at universities, high schools, shopping malls, and on city
streets. Although, the incel worldview is not obviously political, its core ethos entails the
subjugation and repression of a group and its violence is designed to have far-reaching societal
effects. Accordingly, incel violence arguably conforms to an emergent trend in terrorism with a
more salient hate crime dimension that necessitates greater scrutiny and analysis—especially as
it spreads to Europe and shows similarities to and has nascent connections with other terrorist
movements.

Do fringes of the involuntary celibate (incel) movement pose a terrorist threat? In recent
years, attacks linked to extreme fringes of this loosely organized, virtual community have
generated increasing concern. Predominantly comprised of young males who congregate on
various online forums, incels assail what they believe are the social injustices wrought by genetic
determinism and female preferences that have relegated them to the margins of society. Although
only a handful of violent incidents have been linked to this movement—including shootings,
stabbings, and vehicular rammings—the number of fatalities has climbed to nearly 50 since the
first named act of incel violence occurred in 2014.
Yet, the scholarly literature analyzing this phenomenon remains sparse.1 Building on the
few articles that have appeared in learned journals on this subject along with the variety of
journalistic accounts, analyses from think-tanks and other institutions; the work utilizing feminist
and gendered interpretations of violence; and, previous research conducted by the authors,2 this
article describes the movement’s ideological contours and the mindset and belief systems of its
more extreme adherents; charts the emergence and rise of incel violence; analyzes its targets and
the tactics used by the perpetrators; and seeks to provide an assessment of the existing threat and
its likely future trajectory.

The Rise of a Movement: The Incels’ Online Trajectory
The involuntary celibate community takes its name from a website created in 1997 by a
young female undergraduate at Canada’s Carleton University, which she eponymously titled
“Alana’s Involuntary Celibacy Project.”3 It and other contemporaneous sites aimed to give
individuals an outlet for expressing their frustrations over sexuality and dating; but more than
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that, to provide support and rehabilitation for romantically alienated individuals. In “Alana’s”
own words, “there were a lot of people who were lonely and not really sure how to start dating.
They were kind of lacking those social skills and I had a lot of sympathy for that because I had
been through the same situation.”4 Moreover, such early sites admitted both men and women—
an “involuntary celibate” was simply one who had not had sex for some time, despite trying. But
as the internet evolved in the early years of the 21st century, it developed its own unique culture,
which incel forums consequently began to reflect. Two of the most popular forum platforms,
4chan, founded in 2003, and Reddit, founded in 2005, encouraged extremist declamations in
order to gain more visibility. Though incel forums were at this point spread across cyberspace
rather than confined to those main platforms, they nonetheless began to espouse similarly edgy
and at times extremist sentiment. This in turn created a feedback loop where outrageous
statements were intended to generate an escalatory spiral of reactions and responses that
disguised their true aggressiveness—a behavior known as trolling or “shitposting.”5
Until less than a decade ago, two different types of incel digital forums appear to have
existed: one still emphasized support for those frustrated or unable to find romantic connections,
while another was becoming increasingly militant and hostile to women, expressing offensive
biologically deterministic memes and openly advocating violence. The former continued to exist
on its own website, IncelSupport. But the more extreme elements of this virtual community
began to gravitate to another site, LoveShy, founded in 2003. There, the rhetoric and messaging
grew increasingly strident, and, as one account of the incel movement recalled, “tilted
overwhelmingly male; one of its administrators openly praised mass killers and encouraged
another forum member to commit murder.”6 Within this less restrained and increasingly more
aggressive forum, debates dissected the causes of inceldom—arguing whether looks or
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personality were primarily responsible—and, relatedly whether it was a temporary condition
confined to adolescence and perhaps young adulthood, or instead a permanent state of being in
which these men were irrevocably imprisoned. Although LoveShy still exists, it gradually lost its
attraction for more militant incels after a new, stricter moderator took over and removed the
more misogynistic posts.7
As new online incel forums proliferated on sites such as 4chan and Reddit, they also
became more extreme: either ending or drowning out many of the previous discussions and
debates about inceldom. A militant incel identity now began to coalesce with a demonstrably
harder edge than before. The difference between the new lamentations and prior ones was the
belief that those embracing the label “incel” must act to take control of their lives and exact
revenge for the dismissive and derogatory way they were treated.8
Reddit became a magnet for militant incels, especially the subreddit r/incels. By 2016, the
Reddit incel community had 40,000 users. Then, in 2017, Reddit banned the subreddit for
repeatedly violating the website’s prohibitions on violent incitement.9 A tamer, more heavilymoderated version of r/incels, called r/braincels, subsequently surfaced, but it too was banned in
September 2019.10 At its height, the successor site had attracted only around half the number of
users as the original.11 Today, incel forums are spread across Reddit and 4chan, have migrated to
online community gaming forums like Discord, and also have dedicated websites like incels.co
and incels.net.12 Although Reddit has reduced the ability to congregate en masse online,
extremist threads regularly surface before getting banned.13
A multi-national research team studying the incel phenomenon identified four categories
of the modern online “manosphere:” “Pick Up Artists (PUAs), Men’s Rights Activists (MRAs),
Men Going Their Own Way (MGTOW), and Involuntary Celibates (Incels).”14 The movements
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all coalesce on similar sites. The authors concluded that “older communities, such as Men’s
Rights Activists and Pick Up Artists, are becoming less popular and active, while newer
communities, like Incels and Men Going Their Own Way, are thriving,” while also noting that
“worryingly, the latter are more toxic and espouse nihilistic and extreme anti-women
ideologies.”15 As more aggressive newcomers gravitated to these sites and more anodyne
expressions of incel frustration grew into violent, online incitement, an ideology began to emerge
explaining and justifying the beliefs of the most extreme fringe of this community.
The Black Pill: An Introduction to Incel Ideology and Demographics
The incel worldview is grounded in two ineluctably intertwined beliefs: their
understanding of society as a hierarchy where one’s place is determined mostly by physical
characteristics, and their identification of women as the primary culprit for this hierarchy.
Accordingly, at the top of this structure are the idealized men and women respectively referred to
as “Chads” and “Stacys.” So-called “normies” are in the middle, with the lowly incels
languishing at the bottom.16 In incel lore, a small number of Chads attracts the majority of
women, leaving only the apparently unattractive women for the normies, and none for incels.17
Incels significantly also distinguish themselves from normies not just by their supposedly
inferior physical appearance, but by their belief that they have gained privileged insights that
normies do not see: that most women are attracted only to Chads, and that if one did not “win”
the genetic lottery, they are destined for mediocrity, social isolation, and abject loneliness.
This stratification leads to the second core incel belief: that women are intrinsically
shallow and make dating decisions based largely on physical attractiveness, height, weight, and
race. Women are thus reflexively drawn to men with the “right” features, the incel ideology
maintains, regardless of personality or integrity. And, they are therefore repulsed by men who do
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not conform to this image—even if they are the “supreme gentlemen” described by Elliot
Rodger, who perpetrated the first attack claimed in the name of incels.18 Incels further believe
that because women make judgements about dating based on superficial criteria, they have
created an unbalanced, exclusive dating pool, to which incels will never gain access. To the
incels’ minds, it is women, then, who are responsible for their isolation and rejection—and
women are therefore the primary targets of incels anger and violence.19
Incels consequently see themselves as destined to be ignored or dismissed by women
with no hope or prospects of change. The incels call the epiphany taking the “black pill”—a
derivative of the “blue pill/red pill” binary adopted from the 1999 science fiction film, The
Matrix.20 The storyline describes persons taking the blue pill as living in a world of illusion,
whereas those who take the red pill undergo an awakening process to the key, fundamental truths
about the world. The “manosphere,” of which incels consider themselves a part, posits that
taking the “red pill” reveals truths about women and society. It empowers those who take it to
fully recognize the inherently shallow nature of women, but also to understand better how men
can manipulate and exploit these supposed female characteristics.21 The black pill, however, is
completely nihilistic—taking it means accepting a harsher reality than the red pill reveals, a
reality where women and society are intrinsically biased against men who lack specific physical
attributes, who therefore have no hope of ever being attractive to women or even accepted by
society. “Taking the black pill” is critical to the incel identity, since it means recognizing
“inceldom” as a permanent condition. “Black Pillers accept their fate and even dwell in its
finality,” scholars Jack Bratich and Sarah Banet-Weiser explain.22
Online surveys of incels provide a partial, entirely self-reported window of this digital
community’s core. According to a March 2020 survey of incels.co forum users, they are
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predominantly young males, many of whom live with their parents and have never been intimate
with or had any kind of a meaningful relationship with a woman.23 North Americans and
Europeans made up over 80 percent of respondents. Most were Caucasian. Half never attended
college, despite hailing from mostly middle and upper class socio-economic backgrounds. Incels
also display indications of mental illness or profound trauma and distress. Almost 70 percent of
respondents claimed to suffer from depression, while over a quarter self-identified as autistic.
Notably, these results dovetail with scholarly research on lone-wolf terrorism, which similarly
reveal higher rates of mental illness than other violent actors.24
Typology and Political Violence
Admittedly, the incel worldview is not obviously political. But because its core ethos
revolves around the subjugation and repression of a group and its violence is designed to have
far-reaching societal effects, incel violence arguably conforms to an emergent trend in terrorism
with a more salient hate crime dimension. As a January 2020 Texas law enforcement assessment
notes, “what begins as a personal grievance due to perceived rejection by women may morph
into allegiance to, and attempts to further, an Incel Rebellion.”25 According to a team of scholars
who analyzed the violent incel mindset within a specific terrorism context,
ingroups and outgroups are not understood as isolated entities but as parties in a
large story/plot that unites their respective fate in way of the outgroups oppressing
the ingroup until the ingroup is restored to the initially better position thanks to a
radical overthrow . . . the Incel worldview rests on a clear, overarching narrative
linking the ingroup with its outgroups in a chronological succession of events that
gradually aggravated the situation of the ingroup up to an extreme point.26
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Accordingly, the extreme fringes of the incel community, as well as the violence they have
committed, should be considered terrorism.
Understanding the Dimensions of Incel Violence
To date, violence committed by males calling themselves incels or in sympathy with incel
ideology has claimed the lives of nearly 50 victims. Although the half dozen or so incidents that
account for this death toll reveal little-to-no coordination among the perpetrators, the homicidal
intent that underpins this movement is undeniable, averaging almost eight fatalities per incident.
But, despite the six years that have passed since the first incel attack occurred, and the extensive
media coverage that has followed, the dynamics and pattern of incel violence and ideology
remain poorly understood.
To better assess and distinguish between the succession of violent incidents categorized
as incel attacks, we consider incel violence as fitting into one of four categories:
• Clear incel-motivated terrorist attacks;
• Attacks with mixed motives that evidence incel ideological influences;
• Acts of targeted violence perpetrated by self-professed involuntary celibates; and,
• Ex post-facto inceldom
Clear incel-motivated terrorist attacks: The most important category for this article, these
are acts of political violence with explicit political and ideological aims committed by males
claiming to be part of the incel community via its online presence. In all these cases, the
perpetrators publicly expressed their motivation and were primarily driven by their inceldom—
that is, their declared affiliation with, and adherence to, the incel movement. To date, there have
been three clear incel-motivated terrorist attacks.
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The first recognized incident of incel violence occurred in May 2014, when 22-year-old
Elliot Rodger attempted to attack a sorority house at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
After failing to gain entry, he targeted random passersby on the streets of Isla Vista, California.
Rodger left behind a 133-page manifesto, titled My Twisted Life. “All I have ever wanted was to
love women,” he complained,
but their behavior has only earned my hatred. I want to have sex with them, and
make them feel good, but they would be disgusted at the prospect. They have no
sexual attraction towards me. It is such an injustice, and I vehemently questioned
why things had to be this way. Why do women behave like vicious, stupid, cruel
animals who take delight in my suffering and starvation? Why do they have a
perverted sexual attraction for the most brutish of men instead of gentlemen of
intelligence? I concluded that women are flawed. There is something mentally
wrong with the way their brains are wired, as if they haven’t evolved from
animal-like thinking. They are incapable of reason or thinking rationally. They are
like animals, completely controlled by their primal, depraved emotions and
impulses. That is why they are attracted to barbaric, wild, beast-like men. They
are beasts themselves. Beasts should not be able to have any rights in a civilized
society. If their wickedness is not contained, the whole of humanity will be held
back from advancement to a more civilized state. Women should not have the
right to choose who to mate with. That choice should be made for them by
civilized men of intelligence.27
Rodger also posted numerous misogynistic videos on YouTube, outlining his profound
sense of alienation because of this serial rejection and his concomitant hatred of women. In the
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end, however, only two of Rodger’s six victims were women. Rather than surrender to police, he
then killed himself. As the first self-identified, violent incel, Rodger has since come to be
regarded by the movement’s adherents as its “patron saint”—an ideological touchstone and
inspiration. Extremist incels, for instance, routinely encourage each other to “go ER;” that is, to
follow Rodger’s murderous precedent by engaging in similar acts of terrorism before taking their
own lives.28
The deadliest incel terrorist attack inspired by Rodger’s example occurred in April 2018
in Toronto, Canada. A 25-year-old male named Alek Minassian drove a rented van through one
of the city’s busiest streets, striking pedestrians and ultimately killing 10 persons, eight of whom
were women. Investigators identified Minassian’s motive after finding a social media post in
which he declared “Private (Recruit) Minassian Infantry 00010, wishing to speak to Sgt 4chan
please. C23249161. The Incel Rebellion has already begun! We will overthrow all the Chads and
Stacys! All hail the Supreme Gentleman Elliot Rodger!”29 Minassian surrendered to police and is
currently awaiting trial.30
The third unambiguous incel terrorist incident occurred in November 2018, when two
women were killed by 40-year-old Scott Beierle at Tallahassee Hot Yoga studio in Tallahassee,
Florida. Beierle then committed suicide. He was a long-time adherent to involuntary celibate
ideologies, and posted videos on YouTube and music on Soundcloud outlining his misogynistic
views and expressing support for his incel predecessors.31
The most important distinguishing feature of this category is the specific targeting of
ideologically symbolic locales, that is ones populated largely by women: the main source of the
incel movement’s animus. Rodger targeted a sorority house after stabbing his three male
roommates to death. Minassian claimed his violence was directed predominantly against
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“Chads,” although, as noted above, the overwhelming majority of his victims were female. And
Beierle specifically selected a hot yoga studio where he was certain there would be women,
shooting six of them. The one man in the yoga studio that evening, who in fact rushed Beierle,
was pistol-whipped, but not shot.32 Beierle could arguably have murdered this man, but clearly
chose not to.
This category also reveals the learning curve apparent among incel terrorists. After
Rodger’s attempted shooting rampage at the Alpha Phi sorority house, he proceeded to drive
through the streets of Isla Vista, striking pedestrians between random gunshots. Not only did
Minassian cite Rodger as his inspiration; he also followed his lead with his own car ramming
attack along one of Toronto’s main thoroughfares. Beierle, meanwhile, emulated Rodger’s
example in selecting a target where women typically were present—which would therefore leave
no doubt about his motivation.
Attacks with mixed motives that evidence incel ideological influences: This category
embraces attackers who espouse or identify with incel ideology and hence may frame their
violence within that context. The distinguishing factor of these incidents, however, is that they
are not obviously perpetrated expressly for political purposes or in furtherance of the incel
agenda. Rather, the perpetrator simply refers to or mentions their incel ideology in the lead up to
the attack.
Of the three violent attacks in this category, the first occurred in October 2015, when
Christopher Harper-Mercer opened fire at the Umpqua Community College in Roseburg,
Oregon, killing nine persons; the second in December 2017, when William Atchison murdered
two students at Aztec High School in Aztec, New Mexico; and the third in February 2018, with a
mass shooting at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, carried out
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by Nikolas Cruz, where 17 persons were killed and 17 others were wounded. Excluded from this
count is a failed attack in June 2019, in which Brian Isaack Clyde was shot dead by police after
opening fire at the Earle Cabell Federal Building and Courthouse in Dallas, Texas—an
apparently successful instance of “suicide-by-cop.”33
Each of the perpetrators had previously referenced some aspect of inceldom in prior
online or offline postings. Harper-Mercer wrote that “my whole life has been one lonely
enterprise. One loss after another. And here I am, 26, with no friends, no job, no girlfriend, a
virgin. I long ago realized that society likes to deny people like me these things.”34 He also
described Elliot Rodger as “[standing] with the gods.” Atchison meanwhile had used “Elliot
Rodger” as his online pseudonym, and, like Minassian, had praised Rodger as a “supreme
gentleman.”35 Cruz had similarly complained about social isolation; and, although he seemingly
did not actually self-identify as an incel, he did post a comment online before his assault,
declaring that “Elliot Rodger will not be forgotten.”36 Perhaps notably, the school shooting
occurred on Valentine’s Day.
Harper-Mercer, Atchison, and Cruz all outwardly expressed a fascination with incel
ideology and an admiration for Elliot Rodger, but their attacks were less clearly, and perhaps not
directly, motivated by incel ideology. Significantly, too, the violent incidents in this category did
not appear to target women. Instead, they targeted schools, perhaps further indicating the absence
of a specifically political motive. Accordingly, each fits the “aggrieved entitlement” model
presented in a 2010 issue of Health Sociology Review, a scholarly journal, which explained how
“school shootings may be thought of as an appropriate, instrumental way for young adolescent . .
. while preserving, if not actually enhancing, their perception of their own masculinity through
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the aggrieved entitlement of their violence.”37 These school shootings have particularly proven
deadly—averaging over nine deaths per attack.38
Acts of targeted violence perpetrated by self-professed involuntary celibates: In this
category, we include targeted acts of violence—including murders and assaults—perpetrated by
persons who may refer to themselves as incels or are apparently cognizant of the incel ideology
but not otherwise firmly situated within it. Similar instances where the perpetrator blames their
acts of violence on sexual frustration and loneliness are also included here. Significantly, this
violence is neither indiscriminate nor focused on public gatherings or crowds but is directed
against individual persons.
Three incidents can be highlighted as examples, although there are arguably many others.
In July 2016, Sheldon Bentley, a Canadian security guard, stomped a man to death in Edmonton,
Alberta. Bentley cited sexual frustration and inability to find a partner as the reasons behind the
attack.39 He made no specific mention of inceldom or incel ideology. In April 2019, Emmanuel
Aranda threw a young boy off a third-floor balcony at the Mall of America in Bloomington,
Minnesota.40 Aranda explained that “he had been coming to the Mall for several years and had
made efforts to talk to women in the Mall, but had been rejected, and the rejection caused him to
lash out and be aggressive."41 And, last June, a 26-year-old named Alex Stavropoulus stabbed a
mother in the neck at a Sudbury, Ontario shopping center. Stavropoulus claimed he wanted to
harm the woman’s young daughter. “I like white women, but they won’t f*** me,” Stavropoulus
explained to arresting police officers. “So I wanted to see what it felt like (to kill a female child).
[…] I had my mind set. I was going to kill a child and was waiting for the right opportunity.”42
This category thus includes targeted assaults or attacks which are primarily caused by
sexual frustrations but do not clearly aim to advance a political or ideological message. To be
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clear, these are not clear incidents of political terrorism, or even hate crimes. The assailants are
not necessarily self-declared members of the incel community. But their violent acts evidence the
role that misogyny and sexual frustration can play in sparking violence, even when the target is
seemingly random. For that reason, they are the category that solicit arguably the most adamant
concern amongst feminist scholars.43
Ex post-facto inceldom: In addition to the above, it is important to note an entirely
different category whereby the incel community retroactively inducts past attackers, even
predating Elliot Rodger, into a virtual pantheon of incel heroes. While many of these males could
not have been part of online incel communities, as their actions predate the advent of most online
forums, their violent acts nonetheless conform to the patterns of social isolation generally, and
rejection by women specifically, that animated subsequent incel violence. Incels have taken these
historical incidents of misogynist mass violence as proof that involuntary celibacy has
precipitated violence in the past, and that such men should therefore be lauded for their actions.
Marc Lépine, a Quebecois antifeminist who murdered 14 women at the École Polytechnique de
Montréal in December 1989,44 and George Sodini, who killed three women in an August 2009
shooting at the LA Fitness health club in Collier Township, Pennsylvania, are particularly
immortalized in incel lore.45 Perpetrators of school shootings at Columbine High School in
Colorado; Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Virginia; and Sandy Hook Elementary School in
Newtown, Connecticut, among others, have also all been posthumously honored to various
degrees by incels.46
Incels and the Far-Right
A particularly worrisome trend is how seamlessly the militant incel community has been
integrated into the alt-right tapestry, with common grievances and intermingling membership
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bringing the two extremisms closer together.47 As a 2019 report from the Center for Analysis of the
Radical Right observed, the incel masses “are part of a growing trend of radical-right movements

that are anguished by the success of neoliberalism,” particularly women’s empowerment and
immigration.48 The Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith has also noted the links between
“men’s rights activism” and the neo-fascist militant Proud Boys, further reinforcing the
convergence of politicized misogyny with far-right activism.49
Whether or not they are specifically intrinsic to incel ideology, racial themes are
functionally inextricable from the incel narrative. Elliot Rodger’s manifesto, for instance, was a
thoroughly racist document. At one point, Rodger bemoans an African-American friend’s sexual
experiences, saying “how could an inferior, ugly black boy be able to get a white girl and not
me? I am beautiful, and I am half white myself. I am descended from British aristocracy. He is
descended from slaves.”50 Similar racist discourse with no direct connection to incel ideology
also appears prominently on forums, where Indian and East Asian incels are respectively referred
to as “currycel” and “ricecel.”51 The white supremacist discourse pervasive on incel forums is
particularly ironic given the racial makeup of incel perpetrators to date. Of the six attackers
previously mentioned in the top two categories, four—Rodger, Harper-Mercer, Minassian, and
Cruz—were either multiracial or do not conform to the white, Anglo-Saxon ideal of the violent,
far right.
Many incels also rail against Jews. Though not necessarily part and parcel of the cultural
narrative, the classic anti-Semitic refrain about Jews controlling society—through government,
banks, and the media—is relatively common among incels in identifying the causes of social
decay and degeneration.52 In fact, several of the perpetrators also professed vehemently antiSemitic views. Scott Beierle, for instance, was called “Nazi Scott” by an old social group;53
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Nikolas Cruz had carved swastikas into gun magazines used on the day of his massacre;54 and
William Atchison posted on Steam that “I hate the “ing jews. I always have, I always will.”55
Analyses and reports published by the Anti-Defamation League, which actively tracks incel
violence, also typically provoke anti-Semitic online postings and abuse on incel forums.56
Incels, like their extreme far-right brethren, also despise feminism, arguing that more
progressive policies towards gender equality are the root of many of the globe’s problems. Part
of this anger is the product of individual loneliness; the other, more ideological factor is their
argument that society has become an oppressive matriarchy. Incels describe their ideal world as
traditional and family oriented. Reactionary views permeate incel discourse, and though this is
not inherently a far-right worldview, a common refrain in forums yearns for the “old days,”
when men had more control over women, monogamy was the norm, and it was allegedly easier
to find a spouse. Feminism, they say, has robbed incels of the right to a wife and sex—which
some incels seek to redress through violence. In fact, some incels argue that the denial of sex
constitutes a “reverse rape”—and that such offenses are as harmful as real rapes.57
Far-right online communities have noticed the incel rhetoric’s racial and men’s rights
undertones and thereby sought to deepen ties between these movements. Incels and far-right
adherents now regularly, openly intermingle on sites like Reddit and 8kun. Alek Minassian, for
instance, posted a pre-attack message on an alt-right 4chan image board.58 Opposition to
feminism, the most fundamental shared belief between these two extremisms, is often described
as the “gateway” to more recognized far-right ideology.59 Indeed, the online “manosphere” and
related men’s rights activism has become a breeding ground for racist, anti-Semitic, and antiLGBT views. As Ashley Mattheis of the Centre for Analysis of the Radical Right, argues, “once
you engage with the idea that a social-justice-warrior club and the feminist movement have
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increased the precarity of men, that moves over time into the increased precarity and
endangerment of ‘the West,’”—a seminal far-right grievance.60
To illustrate the point, several recent European far-right attackers have displayed incel
tendencies, whether in public statements or in their online profiles. The 18-year-old perpetrator
of a July 2016 mass shooting in Munich, Germany, had been in close contact with William
Atchison, the Aztec High School shooter, who would write an obituary for his friend after the
former’s attack.61 The gunman who targeted a mosque in Bærum, Norway in August 2019
referenced incel memes prior to his largely failed attack.62 The perpetrator of an October 2019
shooting at a synagogue and kebab shop in Halle, Germany, confessed to his crimes by claiming
that immigrants had stopped him getting a girlfriend.63 He also described himself as a “loser” and
a “disgruntled white man,”64 and cited feminism as “the cause of declining birth rates in the
West” in his livestream—all typical themes in the incel mindset and ideology. And the 43-yearold far-right terrorist who murdered nine in shootings at two shisha bars in Hanau, Germany, in
February 2020, released a lengthy manifesto in which he explained he had never had a
relationship with a woman.65 Several European far-right terrorists’ repetition of common incel
refrains, while not necessarily indicative of their own membership in the community, point to an
increasing convergence between the radical right and incel communities, particularly online, as
well as the enduring role that sexual frustration and loneliness can play in sparking political
violence.
Finally, incel violence shares a similarity with far-right terrorism in that these violent acts
are disproportionately committed by former members of the military.66 Of the six perpetrators
who committed either a clear incel-motivated terrorist attack or an attack with mixed motives
that evidenced incel ideological influences, four had some degree of military training: Minassian
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was a former recruit with the Canadian Armed Forces who was discharged after only 16 days,67
while Beierle had been a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army before being kicked out for
“unacceptable conduct,”68 Harper-Mercer had enrolled in the U.S. Army before failing basic
training,69 and Cruz was a star Junior Reserve Officers’ Training Corps pupil.70 Brian Isaack
Clyde, meanwhile, was a former infantryman in the U.S. Army.71 This reflects a trend among
violent, far right extremist groups. They deliberately recruit from various militaries, and several
recent violent incidents—including the August 2012 Sikh temple shooting in Wisconsin, the
stabbing of a black man in New York City in March 2017, and the Halle synagogue shooting—
were perpetrated by military veterans. Though most of the perpetrators had short and checkered
military careers, they may nonetheless have made use of the skills imparted during training and
exercises to enhance the lethality of their attacks.
Learning from Jihadists?
Beyond the far-right, the more violent manifestations of the incel community share some
similarities with their more deadly Islamic State counterpart. Firstly, like the modern Islamist
extremists, incels congregate online, seeking out increasingly private and better-encrypted sites
on which to share and discuss their radical views. The online space exacerbates the incel threat
by accelerating two, mutually reinforcing trends: online entrenchment both intensifies one’s
grievances as well as pushes one further towards violence. In the words of Graeme Wood, who is
among those who has intensively studied and reported on the Islamic State, “dating is harder
when you spend a lot of time being bitter online. Murder is easier when someone is whispering at
you every few minutes, telling you the rest of the world deserves what it gets.”72 This has proven
true in the incel case: as Alek Minassian said of Elliot Rodger, “other members of 4chan were
giving him encouraging support so that he would have the courage to start his rebellion.”73
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Perpetrators of incel violence are often widely praised in forums after these violent
incidents and heralded as “saints” and “heroes.” On other occasions, particularly when planned
assaults have not gone according to plan, these failures are ridiculed for their low death tolls—
the last straw in an apparently pathetic incel’s miserable life. For instance, in one incels.co thread
commemorating the one-year anniversary of the attack committed by “St. Yogacel”—Scott
Beierle—in Tallahassee, commenters varied in their responses to the murders. One poster praised
Beierle, celebrating “a true gentleman and hero;” another mocked him, complaining that “the
guy was in the military and only got 2 kills […] i thought his trainin would make him plan to be
as deadly as possible.”74
Mobilizing online entreaties several advantages to extremist groups: most notably, it
makes incels more accessible to curious minds across the globe, who now only need an internet
connection to be radicalized. In Alek Minassian’s own words, “it makes it very easy and you can
hide behind a computer screen.”75 This also makes them harder for counterterrorist forces to
tackle, particularly in the United States, where any proposal to restrain radical posts sparks a
First Amendment debate. By establishing ideologically cohesive echo chambers, social media
unites disparate individuals separated by background and geography and offers a networked
universe and common purpose.76 And then, every once in a while, as the Islamic State and incels
have both displayed to devastating effect, somebody breaks away from these virtual domains to
commit real world violence.77
Secondly, like jihadists, violent incels have developed a culture of martyrdom, in which
past murderers are venerated as heroes to admiring future generations. The community’s most
important martyr, Elliot Rodger, is hailed as a hero on incel forums—his description of himself
as a “supreme gentleman” has become an oft-repeated mantra among incels, as Alek Minassian’s
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Facebook post attests. Through his dramatic act of violence and subsequent suicide, Rodger
deliberately sought not only to terrorize women, but to inspire a broader uprising of men to
follow in his footsteps. Minassian has also become a venerated figure—in the wake of his attack,
one forum commenter celebrated “that moment when this random dude killed more people than
the supreme gentleman Elliot. I hope this guy wrote a manifesto because he could be our next
new saint.”78
Five of the seven men in the top two categories of incel violence died of gunshot wounds,
four self-inflicted. One of the two who survived their attack, Canadian Alek Minassian, is also
the only incel perpetrator who did not use a firearm and also admitted in police interviews that he
had planned his attack in such a way that he hoped he would be killed by police.79 In the jihadist
context, suicide terrorism is proven to inspire continued violence and ensure the assailant’s
standing among their surviving constituency.80 Incels are now following that lead.
Thirdly, and related to both movements’ online mobilization, there may be similarities in
the radicalization processes and factors which animate individuals to turn to extremism. Sex and
sexuality, for example, is a powerful mobilizer for young men, and its role in radicalizing Islamic
State members has been documented.81 Indeed, British academic Simon Cottee made exactly this
case in the wake of the Toronto van incident: “It is not difficult to spot parallels with the world
of jihadism, where women and sex are similarly fixated on to an extraordinary degree.”82
Similarly, sociologist Mark Juergensmeyer has noted in the context of religious violence that
“Nothing is more intimate than sexuality, and no greater humiliation can be experienced than
failure over what one perceives to be one’s sexual role. […] Terrorist acts, then, can be forms of
symbolic empowerment for men whose traditional sexual roles—their very manhood—is
perceived to be at stake.”83 The same could easily be said for incel terrorists.
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Finally, incels have also displayed a willingness to adopt Islamic State tactics. Minassian
was perhaps influenced by jihadist successes with vehicular attacks and hence chose to drive a
rented van down Yonge Street in Toronto, striking bystanders. In applying a tried and tested
tactic, Minassian succeeded in committing the deadliest clear incel incident to date. As Wood has
argued in the context of Islamic State violence, “Sexually undesirable losers have long taken out
their frustration on others—mostly individual women; but now, after […] years of Islamic State
R&D, the menu of mayhem is greatly expanded.”84 Suicide terrorism is also a tactical innovation
popularized by jihadists. Suicide attacks tend to be deadlier, because the perpetrators do not need
to plan the most difficult element of an operation: how to get away.85
Counterterrorism Challenges and Opportunities
The central question for this analysis is also the most important for law enforcement to
answer: is the threat from violent incels increasing, or has the movement plateaued? To be sure,
more violently-inclined incels have remained emboldened, and there is ample reason to believe
violent incels remain a grave terrorism threat. This is reflected in recent law enforcement
warnings about the community. In September 2019, the U.S. Army, for instance, warned its
servicemembers about potential violence at screenings of the Joker movie, after picking up
“disturbing and very specific chatter” on incel chats on the dark web.86 And, the previously cited
January 2020 Texas Department of Public Safety domestic terrorism threat assessment talked at
length about incels, warning that “the violence demonstrated by Incels in the past decade,
coupled with extremely violent online rhetoric, suggests this particular threat could soon match,
or potentially eclipse, the level of lethalness demonstrated by other domestic terrorism types.”87
The political prioritization of counterterrorism efforts against Salafi-jihadist extremism
also complicates domestic efforts against incels: it is more constitutionally challenging, and
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arguably less politically expedient, to take on legal extremism emerging from one’s own
domestic constituents than those allegedly originating abroad. Furthermore, like radicals on the
far-right and far-left, incels do not conform to the traditional model of terrorism. Because of the
power of the Internet, social media, and other 21st century communications platforms, terrorism
is increasingly becoming a solitary venture, primarily perpetrated by lone actors operating
outside formal organizations. Accordingly, violent incels challenge counterterrorism policies and
strategies which have long been oriented towards targeting terrorist groups and their leaders.88
That said, it is worth considering the possibility that incels might conspiratorially plan
and coordinate attacks together. Alek Minassian, perpetrator of the Toronto van incident,
claimed in a police interview conducted after his arrest that he had been in direct communication
with both Elliot Rodger and Christopher Harper-Mercer. Together, they had, in Minassian’s
telling, been “plotting certain timed strikes on society in order to confuse and shake the
foundations, just to put all the normies in a state of panic.”89 One cannot verify his claim, but
needless to say, more cohesive and organized incel plotting would intensify the terrorist threat.
Finally, counterterrorism efforts are complicated because, like extremist far-right and
Islamist communities, incels are increasingly turning to the dark web to congregate, debate, and
radicalize new followers. Incels are clearly aware of—and moreover often bask in—the attention
they receive from mainstream media and law enforcement. This has led to both top-down and
individual self-censorship in order to avoid incel forums being shut down, as happened to
Reddit’s popular /r/incels in November 2017. Today, for instance, violent posts on visible forums
are often met with wry comments about possible law enforcement oversight. In November 2019,
for example, one forum interlocutor responded to a thread comment claiming “going ER as a
lone wolf seems cooler tbh [to be honest]” with the simple, sarcastic warning: “hello FBI.”90
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This censorship has doubtless caused more violent incels to migrate to more discrete forums such
as abstruse gamer chatrooms and the dark web. In another parallel to the violent, extreme right,
this includes sites like Gab, an openly far-right social media site.91
There are also counterterrorism opportunities. The incel community is hardly monolithic
or unified, thus opening myriad opportunities for intervention. Because the community displays
high levels of variability, it therefore lacks the cohesiveness prevalent in other violent radical
movements. In other words, while incels agree on a description of the problem—biological
determinism and a society in which females wield too much power—they disagree on the
prescription. Is it to “facemaxx/gymaxx” and therefore try to reinvent themselves; give in to
their lonely fate and “lay-down-and-rot” as the incel argot claims; to “go ER” and become
violent; or is it perhaps to plot some grander societal makeover to be achieved through violence
and intimidation? Some see violence as essential to achieving an incel end goal, whether that be
policies to ensure sex for all men or an end to feminism; some simply see it “as a gratuitous,
liberating act of revenge without any hope of gaining something.”92 Given that there are, at a
minimum, many thousands active on incel forums coupled with the inherently fractious nature of
these platforms, it is unsurprising that the community disagrees about self-definition and
teleological issues.
In addition, incels pride themselves on their so-called “shitposting,” which makes it
challenging to ascertain—and easy to overestimate—the dimensions of the actual threat. The
online community, of which incels are a subset, has a culture layered in sarcasm and satire; this
veil is challenging for a dilettante to penetrate, and makes it difficult to parse incel ideology and
assess actual radicalization as a prelude to violence. A premium is put on saying outrageous,
edgy things since these posts get the most attention and provoke the most discussion. Moreover,
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many incels say these forums are their only space to vent and share their darkest thoughts,
because they have no other outlet to be heard. This often makes it difficult to tell which posts
may constitute a threat, and which are just cathartic satire or false bravado. While this does mean
that not all incel rhetoric should be believed or even given attention, ultimately, it may not
matter: “Shitposting” can nonetheless confirm the violence-prone beliefs of a few individuals
and thus contribute to radicalization and ultimately mobilization.
Policy Recommendations for Countering Incel Violent Extremism
Given the ongoing threat of extremist incel violence, focused efforts are needed to
counter their extremist worldview and increasingly aggressive ideology. These include improved
countering violent extremism (CVE) programming, better monitoring and management of
extremist communities online, continued improvement in our strategies to tackle lone actor
terrorism, and more widespread access to mental health resources for young men online.
Any successful strategy to counter the potentiality of increased incel terrorism will
require devoting more energy and resources to community initiatives designed to counter violent
extremism (CVE). The incel movement is particularly dangerous because of its accessibility:
incel radicalization takes genuine pain and searing loneliness and converts it into hatred, anger,
and violence. Learning how to better intercept incel radicalization while the individuals are still
in the pain and loneliness stage is an urgent imperative. “Alana,” whose online forums in 1997
introduced the involuntary celibate concept, recently founded Love Not Anger, an organization
dedicated to pushing back against incel hatred by addressing the abject loneliness evident across
these online forums.93 Moonshot CVE, a countering violent extremism enterprise, is also
intensifying its efforts, noting that “the incel ecosystem thrives – even depends – on the social
isolation of its online spaces. It is therefore critical, both for its members and for public safety,
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that we work together to bridge the online-offline gap by getting incels the help and support they
so desperately and self-evidently need.”94 Supporting, encouraging, and replicating these and
other such initiatives will be central to any effective countermeasures. There is nothing
inherently wrong with a community of young people who have trouble finding love and
relationships forming online support groups. But the ongoing vilification of a targeted outgroup
with extreme rhetoric and violent suppression presents a grave danger—it harnesses real sadness
and frustration, turns it into hatred, and focuses it in harmful directions. The best way to prevent
incel terrorism, accordingly, is to undermine incel ideology in the first place through
rehabilitation and insulation from new extremist blandishment.
Both governments and the technology companies who provide these digital platforms
must also collaborate more and better to counter the spread of online violent extremist
ideologies. Although specific incel forums themselves are relatively well self-policed, posts on
more eclectic sites, including 4chan and 8kun, continue to call for violence against women and
minorities as well as provide a location where extremist manifestos can be posted in advance of
violent acts. Recent international efforts to counter online extremism include the April 2019 UK
government’s “Online Harms” White Paper, meant to more effectively tackle threatening online
content. “If we surrender our online spaces to those who spread hate, abuse, fear and vitriolic
content, then we will all lose,” it argued, before presenting “ambitious plans for a new system of
accountability and oversight for tech companies, moving far beyond self-regulation.”95 And in
June 2019, in the wake of a devastating far-right attack on two mosques in Christchurch, New
Zealand Prime Minister Jessica Ardern instigated the Christchurch Call, an international political
summit to address online extremism and the role of social media companies in its propagation.
The ensuing document, which issues a promise to “counter the drivers of terrorism and violent
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extremism by strengthening the resilience and inclusiveness of our societies to enable them to
resist terrorist and violent extremist ideologies, including through education, building media
literacy to help counter distorted terrorist and violent extremist narratives, and the fight against
inequality,” has been signed by upwards of 50 countries.96
In the U.S., stringent free speech laws make passing legislation to tackle online
extremism more difficult, but alternative measures to undermine the free reign of extremist
movements over online spaces have been suggested by journalists, scholars, CVE practitioners,
and politicians alike.97 For now, a broader conversation is needed on how to push back against
extremism and violent ideologies online, involving tech companies, terrorism and radicalization
experts, governments, and even former extremists and young social media users. As the authors
of the aforementioned article that appeared in Terrorism and Political Violence argue, “the role
of the Internet in enabling the formation and radicalization of this community through echochamber dynamics is evident: without a way to relate and discuss, these individuals would have
had no way to recognize themselves as ‘Incels’ and learn the culture and particular idioms that
cements the Incel worldview.”98 More effectively addressing the role of the internet in
empowering incel mobilization is therefore a critical priority. Challenging the incels’ online
sanctuary would concurrently degrade far-right ideologies and their spread online as well.
There is also a concomitant need to improve how we address the rising threat of lone
actor terrorism, which is rising.99 Lone actors often emerge from online networks, which pride
themselves on the proliferation of violent and radical rhetoric, and where would-be and actual
terrorists are known to talk to each other, but the final acts themselves, in almost all recent cases,
have been planned, financed, practiced, and executed by violent extremists acting entirely on
their own. This has indeed been the case with the violence cited in this article, despite
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Minassian’s claim that he spoke and coordinated with Elliot Rodger and Christopher HarperMercer. With respect to incels, as well as other primarily lone actor threats, an essential
foundation is building more knowledge about radicalization and recruitment practices, especially
as they have evolved and proliferated in an era of social media and digital communication. Better
understanding these processes can reveal likely indicators to facilitate intervention, pre-emption,
and prevention of such attacks.
Most of the most revelatory published research on incels, however, has been conducted
by journalists and not scholars, much less law enforcement officers and intelligence analysts.
This may explain why gender-based terrorism and gendered narratives within extremist
movements more broadly have been better covered within feminist scholarship. Long before the
advent of incel violence, for instance, scholars such as Laura Sjoberg, Cynthia Cockburn, and
Michael Kimmel highlighted the role that male sexual frustrations can play in political and
public violence.100 Sjoberg, a pioneer of the feminist theory of war, has argued that gender is
essential to any study of war and violence.101 Kimmel’s work on what he terms “aggrieved
entitlement” sheds further light on the role that a male sense of victimization can play in sparking
extremism and eventually violence.102 And Cynthia Miller-Idriss, Hilary Pilkington, and Ashley
Mattheis have highlighted how gendered societal views both facilitate radicalization and
influence the ideology and mindset of the alt-right.103
Feminist scholarship has also pioneered the analysis of the so-called manosphere. Debbie
Ging’s article, “Alphas, Betas, and Incels,” is among the most important contributions to this
field, expertly detailing how the incel movement grew out of rapid revolutions in online
communication and social organizing.104 Work by Maria Scaptura and Kaitlin Boyle has
examined the role that violent fantasies and perceived challenges to one’s masculinity can play in
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inspiring incel violence,105 while Marwick and Caplan highlight the manosphere’s attitude
towards feminism, and the tools and tactics it uses to harass women online.106 Alex DiBranco
established the Institute for Research on Male Supremacism, which aims to provide critical
research on emerging men’s rights extremist groups—including incels.107 And, finally, Kate
Manne’s Down Girl: The Logic of Misogyny, begins with an incisive analysis of incel
violence.108 The feminist academy, clearly, has led the charge in analyzing the environment in
which incels operate and the root causes of their violence. Their contributions are essential to our
understanding of the movement and the terrorism it can inspire—and have established a firm
foundation from which research on incels can benefit.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must dramatically improve access to mental
health resources for young men online, while continuing to break down stigmas inhibiting such
intervention.109 Illnesses such as depression and anxiety run deep in the incel community,
according to surveys of persons populating these online sites. These mental health issues also
surface in the suicidal rhetoric expressed on these forums. Mitigating this proclivity to despair
and suicide could blunt or obviate what could become a self-fulfilling pathway to violence. With
the exception of Nikolas Cruz’s Parkland rampage, every other incel-inspired or –related attack
has been a successful or attempted murder-suicide. Arguably, the most effective way to prevent
an incel from “going ER” is by proactively addressing his suicidal impulses.
Providing better mental health access and counseling for these young men would likely
also impact the disturbing trend towards non-ideological mass violence, such as school
shootings. As the aforementioned article published in the Health Sociology Review argues,
school shootings in the United States are often triggered by what the authors term masculine
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“aggrieved entitlement”—whether they ultimately have an ideological veneer or not. “Aggrieved
entitlement inspires revenge against those who have wronged you,” the article explains;
it is the compensation for humiliation. Humiliation is emasculation: humiliate
someone and you take away his manhood. For many men, humiliation must be
avenged, or you cease to be a man. Aggrieved entitlement is a gendered emotion,
a fusion of that humiliating loss of manhood and the moral obligation and
entitlement to get it back.110
“Aggrieved entitlement” has been a central factor in mass shootings before and since the birth of
the incel movement. Teaching young men to deal with it could also potentially avert the violent
inclinations of incels.
All of these counterterrorism recommendations are in fact cross-ideological—in other
words, they would not just degrade violent incels, but other terrorists as well. CVE best practices
learned from tackling incels, for example, could be applied to their violent far-right counterparts.
More effective management of social media and suppression of radical ideology and rhetoric
online would damage every extremist movement—as would improved online access to mental
health resources. And better defenses against lone actor terrorism would more reliably keep
Americans safe from any terrorist threat. The extreme fringe of the incel movement is in many
ways very similar to its violent far-right and Islamist counterparts—for example, all three largely
mobilize online, target personal insecurities and vulnerabilities in their radicalization strategies,
and seek to inspire lone actors to attack. More effectively pushing back against one threat would
likely help address all three.
Conclusion:
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The concern many hold over incels and the threat they may pose was aptly captured by
Zack Beauchamp, a journalist who has extensively covered the movement: “Only a tiny
percentage of incels seem willing to turn to violence or terrorism,” Beauchamp argues, “and the
movement isn’t a threat on the level of an al-Qaeda or ISIS. But it’s a new kind of danger, a
testament to the power of online communities to radicalize frustrated young men based on their
most personal and painful grievances.”111 Increased counterterrorism focus on the violent fringes
of the incel movement should not necessarily mean a reorientation away from Salafi-jihadist
threats, or indeed the growing white supremacist and neo-Nazi menace. Instead, efforts against
incels should form one part of a broader, more comprehensive strategy targeting homegrown,
domestic terrorism—which, given that almost all ISIS attacks in Europe and North America have
been committed by so-called “homegrown violent extremists” who were nationals of the
countries they attacked, would effectively tackle the broader array of terrorist threats, keeping
Americans safer.112
Despite persistent media and law enforcement attention, the extremist fringes of the incel
community are flourishing, ideologically evolving, and continuing to threaten more such attacks.
The violent manifestations of the ideology pose a new terrorism threat, which should not be
dismissed or ignored by domestic law enforcement agencies.
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